Exercise 2

Selection for Digitization Questionnaire
[Adapted from: Moving Theory into Practice: Digital Imaging Tutorial, Cornell University Library Research Dept.,
2000-2003 <http://www.library.cornell.edu/preservation/tutorial/index.html>]

Legal: Is the material restricted because of privacy, content, or donor concerns?

Legal: Is it copyright protected? If so, do you have the right to create and disseminate digital
reproductions?

Material: Does the material lend itself to digitization?

Material: Can the informational content be adequately captured in digital form?

Material: Do the physical formats and condition of the material represent major impediments?

Material: How large and complex in terms of object format is the collection?

Preservation: Would the material be put at risk in the digitization process?
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Exercise 2

Selection for Digitization Questionnaire
[Adapted from: Moving Theory into Practice: Digital Imaging Tutorial, Cornell University Library Research Dept.,
2000-2003 <http://www.library.cornell.edu/preservation/tutorial/index.html>]

Preservation: Would digital surrogates reduce use of the originals, thereby offering them
protection from handling? Or, is the digital reproduction seen as a means to replace the originals?

Organization: Is the material in a coherent, logically structured order? Is it paginated or is the
arrangement suggested by some other means? Is it complete?

Organization: Is there adequate descriptive, navigational, or structural information about the
material, such as bibliographic records or a detailed finding aid?

Use: What kinds, level, and frequency of use are envisioned? Is there a clear understanding of
user requirements? Can digitization support these uses?

Use: Will access to the material be significantly enhanced by digitization?

Use: Are there issues around security or access that must be taken into account (e.g., access
restricted to certain people or use under certain conditions?)

Collections: Is there added incentive to digitize material based on the availability of
complementary digital resources (including resources available from other organizations?)
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Exercise 2

Selection for Digitization Questionnaire
[Adapted from: Moving Theory into Practice: Digital Imaging Tutorial, Cornell University Library Research Dept.,
2000-2003 <http://www.library.cornell.edu/preservation/tutorial/index.html>]

Collections: Is there an opportunity for multi-institutional cooperation?

Collections: Is there an opportunity for building thematic coherence or "critical mass?"

Duplication: Has the material already been digitized by another trusted source? If so, do the
digital files possess sufficient quality, documentation, and functionality to serve your purposes?
What conditions govern access and use of those files?

Infrastructure: What components does your institution already have in place to support
managing, delivering, and maintaining digitized materials? What components are still needed?

Infrastructure: Do your principal users have adequate computing and connectivity to make
effective use of these materials?

Fiscal: Can you determine the total cost of image acquisition (selection, preparation, capture,
indexing, and quality control)? Is this cost justified based on real or perceived benefits accruing
from digitization?

Fiscal: Are there funds to support the digitization effort? Is there institutional commitment to the
on-going management and preservation of these files?
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Exercise 3
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Exercise 3
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Exercise 3
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Exercise 3

Metadata Template
Data Property (Field)

Data Value (Content)

Controlled Vocabulary
Yes or No
Specify, if any
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(p. 27)

Paper Accession
Record

(pp. 24-26)

Paper Archival
Guide

(pp. 21-23)

HTML source
code

(pp. 16-20)

EAD Document

(p. 15)

Dublin Core
Record

(pp. 13-14)

MARC Record

File Format

Type of
Metadata

Metadata
Scheme

Content Values

Exercise 5—Metadata Analysis Template
Structure

Intended Use

Exercise 5 Analysis Template
Exercise 5
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Exercise 7

Metadata Map
Source Metadata
(native publisher metadata)

journal_issue/record/title

Transformation Rules

Take source element as is.
If multiple title elements in
source, take all; each source
title gets a separate dc:title
element.

Target Metadata
(simple DC)

title
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Exercise 7

Metadata Map
Source Metadata
(native publisher metadata)

Transformation Rules

Target Metadata
(simple DC)
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Metadata Workflow

Exercise 8

Characteristics of Workflow’s Source and Target Metadata

Characteristics of Source Metadata

File format:
Type of metadata:
Metadata scheme:
Scheme Support and Documentation:
Content values:
Structure:
Intended use:
Status:

Characteristics of Target Metadata

File format:
Type of metadata:
Metadata scheme:
Scheme Support and Documentation:
Content values:
Structure:
Intended use:
Status:
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Exercise 8

Metadata Map
Source

Transformation

Target
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Exercise 8

Metadata Map
Source

Transformation

Target
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Slide Collection Digital Library Project

Exercise 9

Characteristics of Source Metadata

Characteristics of Source Metadata

File format:
Type of metadata:
Metadata scheme:
Scheme Support and Documentation:
Content values:
Structure:
Intended use:
Status:

Characteristics of Source Metadata

File format:
Type of metadata:
Metadata scheme:
Scheme Support and Documentation:
Content values:
Structure:
Intended use:
Status:
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Slide Collection Digital Library Project

Exercise 9

Characteristics of Target Metadata

Characteristics of Target Metadata

File format:
Type of metadata:
Metadata scheme:
Scheme Support and Documentation:
Content values:
Structure:
Intended use:
Status:

Characteristics of Target Metadata

File format:
Type of metadata:
Metadata scheme:
Scheme Support and Documentation:
Content values:
Structure:
Intended use:
Status:
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Exercise 9

Metadata Map
Source

Transformation

Target
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Exercise 9

Metadata Map
Source

Transformation

Target
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Exercise 9

Metadata Map
Source

Transformation

Target
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Exercise 9

Metadata Map
Source

Transformation

Target
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Exercise 10

Metadata and Digital Libraries
Marty Kurth
UAEU Libraries October 4-8, 2009
Exercise 10: Business planning questionnaire
Tools: Cornell business planning tool examples (Digital Imaging Project Planning Outline;
DCAPS budget overview form; Metadata Plan of Work Checklist; Metadata Plan of Work)
Instructions:
Participants break into groups of four or five people each. Working individually, participants
take up to 10 minutes to complete the Business Planning Questionnaire below, referring to
Cornell business planning tool examples as needed. Once everyone in the small group is done,
each person takes about 5 minutes to report to the other group members his/her responses.
Listeners should ask questions or offer suggestions to help expand the reporter’s responses. As
well, listeners should use this information to augment their own lists where appropriate. Try to
track responses that are common across reports.
For the session wrap-up, all participants together discuss common responses across reports.

Business Planning Questionnaire
List opportunities for your organization in planning and managing a digital initiative.

List challenges for your organization in planning and managing a digital initiative.

List your institution's strengths in developing a digital initiative.

List areas where your institution will need additional capacity and resources to plan and manage
a digital initiative.

List areas where your institution will need additional staff training to plan and manage a digital
initiative.
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Exercise 11

Preservation Planning Launch Questionnaire
[Adapted from: Grant, “Going from Zero to Live with an Automated Digital Preservation System,”
Digital Preservation: Current Efforts (NISO Webinar), January 14, 2009]

Needs Assessment and Analysis
What digital objects already exist that you want to preserve?

In which formats are the objects?

How many objects are there and how big are the files?

Are some objects related to others in important ways? (versions, derivatives, component parts)

What is the current growth rate of the body of objects you want to preserve?

What new collections and object types are you planning to acquire?

What metadata do you have and what metadata do you want that you don’t have?

Where does existing metadata reside?

What copyright and access restrictions apply to the objects?

In which essential ways do you want to be able to search for the preserved objects?

What are the points of greatest vulnerability regarding existing objects and metadata?
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No or disconnected
components

Project-based and
reactive components

Low, ad hoc commitment Project-based funding

General policy; some
commitment shown

Act

Sustainable funding for
core functions

Sustained oversight;
comprehensive policies

Institutionalize

Assess current
Planning anticipates
components and identify needs; planned
those desired
implementation
underway

Some support beyond
projects

Basic policies defining
essentials

Consolidate

Adapted from: Kenney and McGovern, "The Five Organizational Stages of
Digital Preservation," Digital Libraries: A Vision for the 21st Century , 2003.

Technological

Fiscal

Organizational

No, implicit, or highlevel policy

Acknowledge

Assessing an Organization's Commitment to Digital Preservation

4/23/09

Distributed, integrated
components; cooperative
services

Sustainable, possibly
distributed fiscal
management

Planning assumes
collaboration; policy
integration with
collective

Externalize

Exercise 11
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Exercise 12

MetaArchive Collection-Level Metadata Worksheet
[a subset of MetaArchive Collection-Level Conspectus Metadata Specification,
<http://metaarchive.org/pdfs/conspectus_md_2005.html>]

Access Rights [dcterms:accessRights]
A statement of any access restrictions placed on a collection, including allowed users, charges,
etc.
M/O:

Accrual Periodicity [cld:accrualPeriodicity]
Frequency with which items are expected to be added to a collection.
M/O:

Accrual Policy [cld:accrualPolicy]
Approach adopted to add items to the collection or a statement about anticipated growth of the
collection, including quantity and frequency.
M/O:

Bytes [dcterms:extent]
The total calculated file size, expressed in computer bytes, of the digital collection being
described.
M/O:

Cataloged Status [ma:catalogedstatus]
Indication of level of cataloging of the collection beyond the collection level.
M/O:

Custodial History [dcterms:provenance]
A statement of any changes in ownership and custody of the collection since its creation in
digital format that are significant for its authenticity, integrity and interpretation. Other
provenancial information such as the custodial history of a physical source for the digital
collection may also be included.
M/O:

Description [dc:description]
A summary of the content of the digital collection.
M/O:

mmk
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Exercise 12

MetaArchive Collection-Level Metadata Worksheet
Format Characteristics [dc:format]
The digital manifestation(s) represented in the digital collection being described.
M/O:

Institution Collection Identifier [dc:identifier]
An institution assigned identifier for the digital collection, according to local conventions.
M/O:

Is Available Via [cld_gen:isAvailableAt]
The service that provides access to the digital collection, such as an online searchable database.
M/O:

Manifestation [mods:physicalDescription]
The role (e.g., access, preservation, replacement) of individual files within the described digital
collection as part of a digital preservation strategy.
M/O:

OAI Provider [ma:oaiprovider]
This is the URL that specifies the location of the OAI data provider for the collection, if one
exists.
M/O:

Publisher [dc:publisher]
The institution primarily responsible for making available the digital collection described.
M/O:

Recommended Harvest Procedure [ma:harvestproc]
Harvest procedure to be used by MetaArchive preservation network, either LOCKSS web crawl
or LOCKSS OAI harvest.
M/O:

Rights [dc:rights]
A statement of (or link to) any rights (copyrights, etc.) held in/over the collection.
M/O:

mmk
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Exercise 12

MetaArchive Collection-Level Metadata Worksheet
Risk Factors [ma:riskfactors]
Describes the risk factors that put this collection at risk and justify a particular risk rank.
M/O:

Risk Rank [ma:riskrank]
A numeric ranking of the degree to which the collection is at risk. Examples and criteria: 5:
Extreme risk, no one is responsible for preservation, no other copies of the digital content are
preserved beyond the available copy under consideration, no regular backups or data migration.
4: Significant risk, responsibility under discussion, curators fretting about who will take
responsibility for preservation. 3: High risk, only one backup copy of digital masters on CDROM, no regular backups or data migration. 2: Moderate risk, some danger that collection
backups might be lost in future. 1: Low risk, copies are backed up regularly with a long term
maintenance plan in some other trusted digital archive.
M/O:

Subject [dc:subject]
Terms that describe the topic(s) of the content of the resource.
M/O:

Temporal Coverage [cld:temporal]
The temporal coverage of the intellectual content of the items in the collection.
M/O:

Title [dc:title]
A name given to the digital collection.
M/O:

Type [dc:type]
The nature or genre of the content of the resource; the name of the object(s) or resource(s)
represented by the digital item(s) in the collection. Here is a suggested list of collection types:
Computer Animations, Complex or Learning Objects, Databases, Datasets, Events, Interactive
Resources, Moving Images, Physical Object, Services, Software, Sound, Still Images, Text.
M/O:
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Exercise 13

PREMIS Object Entity Metadata Worksheet
[a subset of PREMIS Data Dictionary for Preservation Metadata version 2.0,
<http://www.loc.gov/premis/v2/premis-2-0.pdf>]

1.1 objectIdentifier
A designation used to uniquely identify the object within the preservation repository system in
which it is stored.
M/O:

1.2 objectCategory
The category of object to which the metadata applies. Suggested values: representation, file,
bitstream.
M/O:

1.3.1 preservationLevelValue
A value indicating the set of preservation functions expected to be applied to the object.
Examples: bit-level, full, 0, 1, 2, fully supported with future migrations.
M/O:

1.3.4 preservationLevelDateAssigned
The date, or date and time, when a particular preservationLevelValue was assigned to the object.
M/O:

1.4 significantProperties
Characteristics of a particular object subjectively determined to be important to maintain through
preservation actions. Significant properties may pertain to all objects of a certain class; in other
cases, e.g., for media art, the significant properties may be unique to each individual object.
M/O:

1.4.1 significantPropertiesType
The aspect, facet, or attribute of an object about which significant properties are being described.
Examples: content, structure, behavior, hyperlinks, image count, page count, color space
M/O:

1.4.2 significantPropertiesValue
Description of the characteristics of a particular object subjectively determined to be important to
maintain through preservation actions. Examples: content only, editable, Adobe RGB 1998.
M/O:
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Exercise 13

PREMIS Object Entity Metadata Worksheet
1.5.2 fixity
Information used to verify whether an object has been altered in an undocumented or
unauthorized way.
M/O:

1.5.2.1 messageDigestAlgorithm
The algorithm used to construct the message digest for the digital object in a fixity check.
M/O:

1.5.2.2 messageDigest
The output of the message digest algorithm in a fixity check.
M/O:

1.5.3 size
The size in bytes of the file or bitstream stored in the repository.
M/O:

1.5.4.1.1 formatName
A designation of the format of the file or bitstream.
M/O:

1.5.4.1.2 formatVersion
The version of the format named in formatName.
M/O:

1.5.4.2.1 formatRegistryName
A designation identifying a format registry that gives further information about the format.
M/O:

1.5.4.2.2 formatRegistryKey
The unique key used to reference an entry for this format in a format registry.
M/O:
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Exercise 13

PREMIS Object Entity Metadata Worksheet
1.5.5.1 creatingApplicationName
A designation for the name of the software program that created the object.
M/O:

1.5.5.2 creatingApplicationVersion
The version of the software program that created the object.
M/O:

1.5.5.3 dateCreatedByApplication
The actual or approximate date and time the object was created.
M/O:

1.5.6 inhibitors
Features (e.g., encryption) of the object intended to inhibit access, use, or migration.
M/O:

1.5.6.1 inhibitorType
The inhibitor method employed. Examples: DES, PGP, Blowfish, Password protection.
M/O:

1.5.6.3 inhibitorKey
The decryption key or password.
M/O:

1.6 originalName
The name of the object as submitted to or harvested by the repository, before any renaming by
the repository.
M/O:

1.8.5.1 swName
Manufacturer and title of the software application required to render or use the object.
M/O:
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Exercise 13

PREMIS Object Entity Metadata Worksheet
1.8.5.2 swVersion
The version or versions of the software referenced in swName.
M/O:

1.8.5.3 swType
Class or category of software. Examples: renderer, ancillary, operatingSystem, driver.
M/O:

1.8.6.1 hwName
Manufacturer, model, and version (if applicable) of the hardware components needed by the
software referenced in swName or the human user of the referenced software.
M/O:

1.8.6.2 hwType
Class or category of the hardware. Suggested values: processor, memory, input/output device,
storage device.
M/O:

1.10 relationship
Information about a relationship between this object and one or more other objects.
M/O:

1.10.1 relationshipType
A high-level categorization of the nature of the relationship. Suggested: structural, derivation.
M/O:

1.10.2 relationshipSubType
A specific characterization of the nature of the relationship documented in relationshipType.
Suggested values: has sibling, has part, is part of, has source, is source of, has root.
M/O:

1.10.3.2 relatedObjectIdentifierValue
The value of the identifier of the related object.
M/O:
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Exercise 13

PREMIS Object Entity Metadata Worksheet
1.10.3.3 relatedObjectSequence
The order of the related object relative to other objects with the same type of relationship.
M/O:

1.10.4 relatedEventIdentification
The identifier and contextual sequence of an event (e.g., migration) associated with the
relationship.
M/O:

1.10.4.2 relatedEventIdentifierValue
The eventIdentifierValue of the related event.
M/O:

1.12 linkingIntellectualEntityIdentifier
An identifier for an intellectual entity associated with the object. (This may be a link to
descriptive metadata that describes the entity. This link will likely be to an identifier of an object
that is at a higher conceptual level than the object for which the metadata is provided.)
M/O:

1.13 linkingRightsStatementIdentifier
An identifier for a rights statement associated with the object.
M/O:
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